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A. Personal Statement 
NA 
 
B. Positions and Honors 

Positions and Employment 
1992-1993  Undergraduate / Lab technician, laboratory of Elizabeth Jones, Carnegie Mellon University 
1993-1998  Graduate student, laboratory of Joseph Heitman, Duke University 
1998-2003  Head curator and scientific programmer, Saccharomyces Genome Database 

Stanford University  
2003-present Director, Genomic Databases  

Lewis Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics, Princeton University 
2010-present Assistant Director, Lewis Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics, Princeton University 

Other Experience and Professional Memberships 
1994-present Member, Genetics Society of America 
2005-present Member, International Biocurator Society 
2005-present Ad-hoc reviewer for NIH proposals under the NHGRI, NCRR, NCATS, and Office of the Director 
 

C. Contribution to Science 
 
Since the completion of my PhD in 1998, the focus of my research career has been on the development of 
public research resources that enable biomedical researchers to leverage the wealth of data in the literature 
and in ‘omics data sets to enhance their research and make novel insights in their field. 
 
The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD): During my time working on the SGD project (1998-2003), I 
guided the efforts of both the curation and the software development teams there during a key period when the 
model organism databases were challenged to manage not just genome sequence data and curated data from 
the literature, but also to disseminate the results from the emerging high throughput technologies.  As project 
manager, I helped to coordinate the efforts and contributed to the database design required to migrate the 
back end to a modern relational database schema, designed and implemented web interfaces, and supervised 
the curation team. Thus, I significantly contributed to the major growth and enhancement of a major model 
organism database during its transition from a gene-based database system to a modern genome- and ‘omics-
based database resource, and have continued to collaborate with the SGD group since then (see 14 SGD 
papers at publications link below). 



 

 
Gene Ontology (GO):  I was one of the original members of the curation team who worked on the Gene 
Ontology at its inception and helped to implement its use for curation (see Ashburner et al, 2000 Nat Genetics 
at the publications link below).  I led the curation effort at SGD to completely annotate the S. cerevisiae 
genome to GO. Later, I was a P.I. on a subcontract through the main Gene Ontology grant to collaborate with 
the GO Consortium on developing efficient, consistent, and reliable methods to annotate gene products to GO 
across species (see GO Ref Genome Consortium, 2009, PLoS Comp Bio, at publications link below). 
 
BioGRID: In 2004, I began to collaborate with Mike Tyers on a project to curate all genetic and physical 
interactions known in S. cereivsiae and to build a web tool to make all the data publicly available and easily 
accessible to the research community.  I led a curation team at Princeton, who in collaboration with the Tyers 
group and others, accomplished our goal to comprehensive collect of all low- and high-throughput interactions 
as described in Reguly et al 2006 Journal of Biology (see publications link below).  My group and the Tyers 
group continue to maintain and enhance the BioGRID resource, which has grown into the primary provider of 
such data in multiple species to other interaction databases as well as to the model organism databases. 
 
Predictions of gene function and conservation across species: I have a long-standing collaboration with 
Olga Troyanskaya on the implementation and assessment of computational algorithms that integrate large 
data collections to predict gene function, their phenotypes, and their roles in disease. Our first paper together 
was the first application of a Bayesian approach to integrating heterogeneous genomics data to make gene 
function predictions (see Troyanskaya et al 2003, PNAS, see publications link below).  My main role has been 
to provide a biologist’s perspective on the computational approaches, to evaluate the results to ensure they 
make biological sense and to generate hypotheses that can be tested in follow-up experiments (see for 
example, Greene et al, 2015 Nature Genetics, at link below).  In addition, I provide guidance and feedback on 
the development and implementation of web interfaces for these tools.  
 
I also have a long-standing interest and have made contributions to the development of web tools for 
transferring biological knowledge across species.  I was part of the curation team who contributed to the first 
genome-wide comparison of two eukaryotic genomes (see Chervitz et al 1998, Science publication link below). 
The curation team’s role was to annotate and evaluate the predicted ortholog families and to develop a user-
friendly interface to enable the search and visualization of the results.  I continued to develop web resources 
that enable ortholog mapping, both through traditional sequence-based methods (see Heinicke et al 2007, 
PLoS One, publication link below) and, most recently and in collaboration with the Troyanskaya group, through 
‘omics data-driven methods. 
 
URL to a full list (52 publications) of published work: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/myncbi/browse/collection/44080774/?sort=date&direction=descending 

D. Research Support  

Ongoing Research Support 
 
Source:  NIH (PI: Garret Fitzgerald)  ID: 1U54HL117798 
Title: Personalization of Therapeutic Efficacy and Risk  
Total Period: 7/1/12-6/30/17 
Major Goals: The Princeton Curation Core will interact directly with every other Core in this GLUE proposal, 
serving to facilitate not just data exchange and integration but communication in general across the individual 
groups.  The Curation Core will be responsible for working with the data generators and analysts to combine 
and integrate these very diverse data to make the sum more powerful than the parts. Specific roles will be data 
annotation, quality control, and analysis, as well as software tool and interface design and development. 
Note: Kara Dolinski is the PI for core D, Curation. 
 
Source:  NIH (PI: M Tyers)     ID: R01OD010929 
Title: BioGRID: An Open Integrated Resource for Biological Interaction Data 
Total Period: 6/1/16-5/31/21 



 

Major Goals: We propose to expand the capabilities of BioGRID and Osprey by i) developing advanced network 
visualization tools, ii) enhancing the BioGRID database’s features and compatibility, iii) curating interactions for 
additional organisms, iv) curating post-translational modifications and v) construction higher order pathway 
interactions from gold standard interaction data. 
Note: K. Dolinski is PI on the subcontract at Princeton University.   

Completed Research Support 
 
Source:  NIH (PI: M Tyers)     ID: R01OD010929 
Title: BioGRID: An Open Integrated Resource for Biological Interaction Data 
Total Period: 5/15/07-1/31/16 
Major Goals: We propose to expand the capabilities of BioGRID and Osprey by i) developing advanced network 
visualization tools, ii) enhancing the BioGRID database’s features and compatibility, iii) curating interactions for 
additional organisms, iv) curating post-translational modifications and v) construction higher order pathway 
interactions from gold standard interaction data. 
Note: K. Dolinski is PI on the subcontract at Princeton University.   
 
Source:  NIH (PI: Dolinski)    ID: R24OD011194 
Title: Systematic data curation and integration to link models of human disease 
Total Period: 9/14/11-7/31/16 
Major Goals: We will collect a unique and extensive set of protein and gene interactions from models that are 
relevant to human disease, as well as their interactions with chemicals (drugs) and their effect on specific functions. 
These data will allow the prediction of new disease network functions using specialized algorithms, which will lead to a 
better understanding of human disease and facilitate the discovery of new drugs.  
Note: M. Tyers (Canada) is Co-Investigator.   
 
Source:  NIH (PI: Blake, PI on subcontract: Dolinski)  ID: P41 HG002273 - Subcontract 
Title: Gene Ontology Consortium 
Period: 08/01/09-02/28/12 
Major Goals: Our objective is to provide the scientific community with a consistent, robust information 
environment for describing, sharing, integrating and comparing the functional roles of genes within and 
across all organisms. The Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium is an international collaboration of model 
organism database and genome annotation groups who have joined together to establish standards for 
describing gene products and to provide tools and support for the consistent application of these standards 
for functional annotations that facilitate and enable biological research.  The subcontract to Princeton is 
focused on GO annotation of large protein families, and the identification of orthologs within these families. 
 
Source:  NIH (PI: Cherry, PI on subcontract: Dolinski)  ID:  P41HG001315 - Subcontract 
Title: Genomic Database for the yeast Saccharomyces  
Period:  08/01/09-07/31/12 
Major Goals: The goal of the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) is to continue the design, 
development, and implementation of a database containing comprehensive annotated information about the 
genome of the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  The subcontract to Princeton focuses on the 
design and implementation of a more powerful expression analysis tool, and the continuing collection of 
functional genomics data sets. 
 
Source:  NIH (PI: D. Botstein)   ID: P50 GM071508  
Title: Center for Quantitative Biology  
Total Period: 9/1/04-8/31/14 
Major Goals: The overarching goal of the proposed Center for Quantitative Biology remains to  
instantiate at Princeton a research and teaching environment, presented by advances in computation  
and genomics, to practice a usefully quantitative biological science, sometimes referred to as “systems biology”. 
Note: This was a multi-investigator grant (29 faculty members). K. Dolinski had an administrative role on this  
grant. 
 
 


